IMF "Take Over" of Federal Reserve

By Anna Von Reitz
Most people will be alarmed to hear rumors of an IMF take over of the Federal Reserve.
The IMF organized and promoted by the Rockefeller interests and Oil Barons has been functioning as
the "U.S. Treasury" since shortly after the Second World War. They have used the IMF for no end of
market manipulations and political intrigues and false claims in commerce.
That said, the Federal Reserve fronted by the Warburgs and Rothschilds is even older and worse in its
own sluggish nasty way.
So you have the spectacle of the snakes eating each other, and quarreling over which tail is which.
The important take home point is that despite the pandering and plumage, they are all snakes, they
are all criminals, and a choice between raspberry feces and vanilla feces is still an insane non-choice
scenario for the rest of us.
Asked by a friend this afternoon to name a bank with "clean hands" I couldn't name one major
international bank that is less than pitch black filthy. None.
Asked what I would do, I said --- take them over, establish new management, establish new
regulatory agencies, and stand with both feet on their necks until the end of time.
Until we all grow up and get rid of the entire concept of money and "representations of value" and
adopt a sane worldwide currency based on all commodities, all natural resources, and all labor
assets, keeping both feet on the banker's necks is the only answer.
The moment you let up on one of them, he sets out to free all the rest of them from competent
regulation. They are like gang members. They have the Big "B" tattoo on their chests.
A bunch of silly Nellies are running around predicting chaos and meltdowns and rioting in the streets
if the Federal Reserve is taken down. I got news for them. They bankrupted the "Federal Reserve
System" in 2009, so all that was protected by Mama Vatican and the Slime Balls in the United States
Bar Association, instead of being returned to the lawful Priority Creditors ----us.
The time for rioting and giving a damn about the "Federal Reserve" was ten years ago or more. The
time to liquidate the IMF and blast the Rockefeller Mobsters off their French thrones is right about
now.
All those assets ---- all of them ---- belong to us. The "National Debt" belongs to us. The Bid Bonds
and labor contracts --- ours, ours, ours. The indemnity bonds and guarantees and bottomry bonds
and "Life Force Value Annuities" ---- all ours. The CUSIP bonds --- ours, again. All the Puerto Rican
Foreign Grantor Trusts ---- ours, nobody else's. All the IRS collections, all the Internal Revenue
Service collections, and all the property taxes and mortgages ---- all of it, is owed to us, minus a

relatively small fee for services we actually contracted for and actually received under the
stipulations of our Constitutions.
And these criminals, including the IMF, are trying to say that they are our Trustees and that they are
collecting "for" us.
Have you heard enough of this chant and rant? We don't have any Trustees.
The Trustees who were supposed to be safeguarding our interests were worse than common thieves.
So..... guess what?
We are standing here on our own flat little feet demanding the return of our rights, titles, and
interests, our assets, our labor, our rents and leases, our fees, our property in sum total. Now.
No Karen Hudes, no Kim Goguen, no IMF, no middlemen "representing" us and administrating our
estates "for" us. They are nothing but Executors de Son Tort --- a phrase that can only be answered
for with Autrefois Convict.
Just dump it all into our bank and we will tend to our own business from now on.
We will sort through the horrible mess that all these very competent and important and highly
educated people have made, and bring relief at last, with decency and common sense that has been
completely lacking for decades.
Let the IMF be forewarned---- they aren't our Treasury and they aren't our Trustees and as much as
we despise and care nothing for the Federal Reserve, in our view, the IMF is not a bit better.
We will nail them both to the wall for fraud and mis-representation with equal alacrity and we will
demand their liquidation if they steal one peso from any American and that means all the Americans
who have been mis-identified on purpose as British Territorial "Citizens", too.
Got that, Butch?
I can't think of a single international commercial bank that deserves to survive a liquidation
challenge for criminal activity. Not one.
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